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Acceptor state of monoatomic hydrogen in silicon and the role of oxygen

K. Bonde Nielsen,2,* L. Dobaczewski,1,2 S. Søga˚rd,1 and B. Bech Nielsen1
1Institute of Physics and Astronomy, University of Aarhus, DK-8000, Denmark
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We determine the activation enthalpies for electron emission of two nearT-site hydrogen centers in silicon
to be;0.65 and;0.79 eV. The deeper center is oxygen related, and stabilized with a binding energy of;0.5
eV with respect to the shallower center. We verify the negative-U behavior of both centers, and demonstrate the
crucial role that this behavior and the presence of oxygen have for the migration of hydrogen in silicon. The
shallower center is interpreted as the acceptor of monatomic isolated hydrogen, and the deeper center is
interpreted as a perturbed version of this acceptor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hydrogen atoms migrating in silicon interact readily wi
crystal imperfections1 such as intrinsic point defects, nativ
impurities, and shallow donors or acceptors. This reac
behavior involves important technological aspects, becau
may eventually lead to the formation or destruction of el
trically active defects. Not least, the technological aspe
have motivated numerous experimental and theoretical s
ies of the hydrogen-silicon impurity-host system, in additi
its character as a model system for studies of semicondu
defects has challenged many authors. A point of particu
interest has been to understand the diffusion of atomic
drogen which, according to the present theoreti
consensus,2 proceeds via isolated ionic species migrati
through interstitial sites of a silicon crystal governed
potential-energy surfaces for the different charge states
volved. These potential surfaces have minima at the bo
center ~BC! site and at the interstitial tetrahedral~T! site,
giving rise to a donor level and an acceptor level, resp
tively. The pathway of migration will then, in a particula
case, depend on the position of these levels relative to
Fermi level according to doping type and concentration.Ab
initio calculations3,4 predicted that neutral BC hydrogen
H0(BC), in ann-type material represents a local minimum
free energy. However, this minimum-energy configuration
metastable inasmuch as either positive BC hydrog
H1(BC), or negativeT-site hydrogen, H2(T), represents the
global energy minimum for any position of the Fermi leve
This implies that the donor level lies above the accep
level, with the consequence that monatomic hydrogen sho
behave as a negative-U defect in silicon when the H0 impu-
rity can jump swiftly between BC andT sites.

The BC donor level has been identified spectr
copically,5,6 whereas the position of theT-site acceptor leve
is still debated.7,8 The authors of Ref. 7 defined the accep
level as the energy difference between H0(BC)1ec and
H2(T), and placed it slightly below midgap on the basis o
kinetics study. As the first step in this work, an initial amou
of H1 was released in a diode space-charge layer fr
hydrogen-passivated shallow donors by reverse-bias illu
nation, and converted to H2 by the application of a filling
pulse. Then the subsequent thermally induced removal of2
0163-1829/2002/65~7!/075205~6!/$20.00 65 0752
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was recorded as an exponential capacitance transient.
authors ascribed this transient to the first step of the proc
H2(T)→H0(BC)1ec→H1(BC)12ec and obtained the ac
tivation enthalpy of this step. They found, consistent with t
anticipated negative-U property, that this enthalpy is large
than that reported earlier5 for the second step of the proces
They further obtained the position of the acceptor level fro
detailed-balance considerations. Recently our group show9

that at least two kinds of BC hydrogen donors exist. O
H~BC!, is associated with hydrogen at the BC solution s
the other, H0(BC)-Oi with BC hydrogen weakly bound to
interstitial oxygen. Hence the obvious question arises
whether a similar situation applies to theT-site acceptor. If
so, two different configurations of H2(T), with and without
an oxygen atom nearby, should exist. In this paper we sh
that this is indeed the case.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND BACKGROUND

A. Summary of previous results

The foundations of the present work are delineated in R
9, where the dynamic properties of the H~BC! and H(BC)-Oi
donor centers were examined by the application of de
level transient spectroscopy~DLTS!. A key point in this in-
terpretation~Fig. 9 of Ref. 9! is that H1(BC)-Oi converts to
H1(BC) in oxygen-poor material, whereas in oxygen-ri
material the reverse process occurs. The characteristic
lated to the formation of H~BC! and H(BC)-Oi are particular
relevant in the present context and may be summarized
follows. Both centers are abundant after low-temperat
proton implantation, giving rise to two signals, denotedE38
and E39, observed when DLTS is appliedin situ to as-
implanted samples. These signals are always present
implantation into the depletion layer of a reverse-biased
ode. However, they are almost indistinguishable as far
their electronic properties~i.e., their DLTS signals! are con-
cerned, but can be discerned on the basis of character
differences in their formation and annealing properti
When the bias is removed at low temperature~,80 K! the
E39 signal disappears instantaneously whileE38 is unaf-
fected. If the temperature is raised to 120 K, then alsoE38
disappears swiftly. However, the total strength of the origi
©2002 The American Physical Society05-1
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E381E39 signal can be recovered. Typically, the origin
signal accounts for.80% of the implanted protons, and tot
recovery can be achieved by illumination of the annea
sample while under reverse bias. In this case the rest
signal is practically allE39, which accounts for all of the
original signal or even slightly more. Also, the originalE38
signal can be recovered. This happens when forward-bia
applied top1n samples, giving rise to the injection of hole
In this case a minor fraction of the originalE38 is not recov-
ered, and noE39 is recovered. However, the remainin
strength of the original signal can be recovered asE39 when
reverse-bias illumination is subsequently applied. TheE38
recovery is accompanied by long-range diffusion even at
K, whereas long-range diffusion is not observed in conn
tion with theE39 recovery. The tracking of charge accum
lated in the deletion layer shows that both centers prior to
recovery were converted temporarily into singly negativ
charged centers. These, so far hidden, centers are therm
stable up to;250 K where they both anneal.

B. Sample preparation and experimental principle

For the measurements a series of Schottky diodes w
prepared on 10–20V cm n-type as-grown Czochralski sili
con wafers~either older commercially purchased 2-in. wafe
or cut and polished from commercially grown bu
crystals! with a concentration of dispersed interstitial oxyg
@Oi # of ;131018cm23. The Oi content was obtained from
the absorption of the 1136-cm21 local mode of interstitial
oxygen. Since our wafers did not undergo special treatm
to denude interstitial oxygen from the wafer surface,
measured concentration is representative of@Oi # in the
reverse-bias depletion layer of the diodes. To generate
hydrogen centers and initiate the search for emission f
the hidden centers, the individual diodes were implan
with protons at 65 K through the junction~under zero bias! at
an energy of ;450 keV, and doses in the range
109– 1010cm22. The resulting implantation profile is, unde
these conditions, located in the middle of the depletion la
when 20-V reverse bias. OnlyE38 is present initially be-
causeE39 transforms during the zero-bias implantation. A
ter illumination to generate the totalE381E39 signal,in situ
DLTS measurements were carried out to determine the in
strength of this signal for the purpose of normalization.

We anticipate that the hidden centers are identical
H2(T) and H2(T)-Oi , and expect the annealing to be tri
gered by thermal electron emission from these centers.
emission may then be observed as a capacitance transie
temperatures slightly below 250 K, at which temperature
know that the hidden centers anneal. BecauseE381E39
completely dominates the DLTS spectra and can be rec
ered fully from the hidden centers, we may expect a subs
tial signal, large enough to be detected as a single-sho
pacitance transient. Furthermore, with only one~or two!
dominating trap~s! present, we may apply the electric
pulse-train method10 to measure capture barriers.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Capacitance transients

As depicted in Fig. 1, a single-shot capacitance-trans
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measurement allowing for long decay times does indeed
veal the emission. The transient shown was recorded with
oxygen-rich hydrogen-implanted diode with about 55%
the implants initially present as H~BC! and the rest as
H(BC)-Oi . Both centers were first converted into negati
hidden centers by bias removal at 110 K. The capacita
transient was then recorded after reapplication of the bia
242 K. As can be seen, it consists of two exponential co
ponents of about 55% and 45% intensities. We ascribe
fast decay~55%! to electron emission from H2(T), and label
it AT8. The slow decay~45%! is analogously ascribed to
emission from H2(T)-Oi and labeledAT9. These assign-
ments are based on the following observations:~1! The nega-
tive centers can be~partially! recovered after the applicatio
of a filling pulse and a second-shot transient recorded. T
second-shot transient is still composed ofAT8 and AT9.
However, nowAT9 dominates, withAT8 accounting for only
'20% of the transient.~2! For samples prepared so that e
sentially only H1(BC)-Oi is initially present, the fast com
ponentAT8 is absent in the first-shot transient. However,
this case, the second-shot transient is now found to con
up to'20% of theAT8 component. These two observation
are consistent with the earlier result9 that the concentration o
H1 slowly diminishes as a result of redistribution in th
depletion layer and migration to sinks in the temperat
range 210–260 K. At a given temperature, steady-state c
ditions are established with most monatomic hydrog
present as H1(BC)-Oi , and a smaller fraction present a
H1(BC). Thus when the filling pulse is applied both H2

centers are formed in accordance with the amounts of t

FIG. 1. Single-shot capacitance transient obtained at 242 K
vealing two exponential componentsAT8 and AT9. The inset de-
picts the isochronal annealing of the center responsible forAT9, ,

with bias andD without bias. The data are obtained with as-grow
Cz silicon with ;131018 cm23 of interstitial oxygen as derived
from the absorption of the 1136-cm21 local mode of Oi .
5-2
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ACCEPTOR STATE OF MONOATOMIC HYDROGEN IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 075205
respective precursors H1(BC)-Oi and H1(BC). From the
transientsAT8 andAT9 measured at different temperature
we derive the Arrhenius plots depicted in Fig. 2. We note
remarkable agreement over many decades between ourAT9
data and those obtained in Ref. 7. The linear-regres
analysis yields the activationDH950.7960.03 eV for the
emission from H2(T)-Oi , andDH850.6560.10 eV for the
emission from H2(T).

B. Negative-U property

The electron emission enthalpies found for H2(T)-Oi and
H2(T) exceed those of the corresponding BC donor sta
in accordance with the expected negative-U property. How-
ever, to demonstrate this property more directly, we sh
examine the correlation between the amount of charge bo
as H1(BC)-Oi and H2(T)-Oi . For this purpose a reverse
biased sample was prepared to contain H1(BC)-Oi predomi-
nantly. The H1(BC)-Oi was then partially converted t
H2(T)-Oi by the application of a filling pulse with the num
ber of the converted centers being controlled by the pu
duration. The remaining H1(BC)-Oi gives rise to a capaci
tance transient~the E39 signal! following the filling pulse.
The amplitude of this transient@see Fig. 3~a!# is a measure of
the amount of charge emitted in the process H0(BC)-Oi
→H1(BC)-Oi and is denotedDCBC9 . An illumination pulse
applied immediately after theE39 transient has leveled of
causes a shift in steady state capacitance which we de
DCT9 . This capacitance shift measures the charge chang
the H2(T)-Oi configuration converts back to th

FIG. 2. Arrhenius analysis ofAT9 ~,! and AT8 ~D! emission
rates yielding the barriers;0.79 and;0.65 eV, respectively. The
data~d! of Ref. 7 are included. The inset depicts the temperat
dependence of the capture to the center responsible forAT9 includ-
ing a data point from Ref. 7. The capture barrier is;0.11 eV.
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H1(BC)-Oi configuration. Then, choosing different filling
pulse lengths to vary the relative amounts of H0(BC)-Oi and
H2(T)-Oi , we obtain the linear correlation betweenDCT9
and DCBC9 depicted in Fig. 3~b!, which reveals that two
electrons are emitted when H2(T)-Oi is converted optically
to H1(BC)-Oi . A hypothetical acceptor level, defined as t
enthalpy difference between a metastable configura
H0(T)-Oi1ec and H2(T)-Oi , cannot lie above the BC do
nor level. In this case the emission from H2(T)-Oi would
occur prior to the application of the illumination pulse, an
the slope of the observed correlation should be one instea
two. The negative-U property implies that H0(BC)-Oi and
subsequently H1(BC)-Oi are swiftly formed after therma
electron emission from H2(T)-Oi . In accordance with this
theAT9 transient should have twice the amplitude of theE39
transient. We find that theAT9 amplitude is larger than tha
of E39, but only by a factor of about 1.5.

To obtain further information, we measured the rever
bias capacitance as function of increasing tempera
~TSCAP!, which revealed the capacitance step shown in F
4. The step is depicted as the intensity ratio betweenAT9 and
E39 by normalizing to the initialE39 signal. Although this
ratio is definitely larger than 1, it is clearly less than t
expected value of 2. We explain this as follows: The em
sion is described as a stepwise process H2→H01e2→H1

12e2→ ‘ ‘ leak’’, where we assume that the first step in th
sequence is rate controlling and introduce a leakage term
account for the redistribution of H1 in the space-charge
layer. From our earlier study9 we know that release of H1 for

e
FIG. 3. Illustration of the correlation between theE39 signal

and the reservoir for theAT9 signal. ~a! The pulsing sequence to
obtain DCT9 and DCBC9 , as explained in the text.~b! DCT9 vs
DCBC9 .
5-3
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NIELSEN, DOBACZEWSKI, SØGA˚ RD, AND NIELSEN PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 075205
trapping at sinks or drift toward the junction occur with a
activation enthalpy of 0.73 eV. The capacitance trans
monitors the charge change according to (2@H2#1@H0#
1@Hleak#)3ē, where the term@Hleak# accounts for the effec
tive loss of positive charge caused by the redistribution
H1 during the recording of the transient. If@H0# and@Hleak#
were negligible at all times, theAT9 capacitance transien
would be exponential with a total amplitude correspond
to twice the H2(T)-Oi concentration. The leakage ter
could explain the loss in signal. However, a detailed analy
indicates that the actual loss, if explained by@Hleak# alone,
would cause the transient to become measurably none
nential in contrast to the observations. Hence, we look for
additional explanation which we may find by noting that t
isothermal annealing ofE39 is nonexponential, and may b
decomposed in fast and slow components. If only the s
component is used for normalization of the TSCAP data,
step is increased by about 20%. Considering the fact that
analogous H1(BC)-Oi complexes are known to exist,11 we
may assume that only the slow component is connected
AT9. This possibility is further substantiated by the fact th
the TSCAP data actually disclose a second smaller ste
lower temperature. This step is not present after roo
temperature annealing and may partly account for the m
ing amplitude~see Fig. 4!. The results establish the one-t
one correspondenceE39↔AT9, and hence support th
assignment ofAT9 to H(T)-Oi . The results further establis
the negative-U behavior of the H(T)-Oi defect.

C. Two-step capture and emission

Next we discuss the capture cross-section barrier wh
could be measured forAT9 but not for AT9. The capture
from H1(BC)-Oi to H2(T)-Oi proceeds as a two-step pro
cess via the neutral charge state according to the rate co
tions c(1→0)@c(0→2)@e(2→0). With these condi-
tions fulfilled, the H1 population decreases gradually to for
H2 via H0 while thermal equilibrium persists between H1

and H0. In accordance with the analysis of Ref. 7, the me
sured reciprocal capture time is given by 1/t5sa^v&neF0

FIG. 4. Normalized TSCAP step revealing theeffectiveremoval
of a hydrogen-associated negative charge from the depletion l
during AT9 emission.
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5c(0→2)F0 , whereF05@ 1
2 exp(Ed2EF)11)]21. The inset

of Fig. 2 depicts the derived capture ratesc(0→2) as a
function of T21, from which the capture barrierDEc50.11
60.04 eV is obtained. We note that the data point of Ref
fits in when renormalized to match our carrier density.

We note that the barrier~0.79 eV! for the emission from
H2(T)-Oi is larger than the barrier~0.73 eV! determined
previously9 for release of hydrogen from H1(BC)-Oi . This
has the consequence that the annealing of the H2(T)-Oi cen-
ter should be controlled by the electron emission indep
dent of the sample bias during annealing when a swift tra
fer to H1(BC)-Oi takes place. We have obtained th
H2(T)-Oi annealing stage by recording the temperature
pendence of the ability to recoverE39 by illumination. This
isochronal stage has been included as an inset in Fig. 1.
parametersn9573107 T2 s21 andDH950.79 eV describing
the AT9 transient agree with the parametersn955
3107 T2 s21 andDH950.80 eV describing the best fit to th
isochronal data.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Energy levels

We define the oxygen-perturbed acceptor level as the
ergy difference between H0(BC)-Oi1ec and H2(T)-Oi ,
and place it at 0.6860.08 eV below the conduction band b
subtraction of the capture barrier from the activation e
thalpy. For the solution site H2(T), the situation is more
complicated. We can state an activation enthalpyDH of
about 0.65 eV but must use indirect arguments to estim
the level position. As mentioned earlier, we found that
peating the transient causes the H2(T)-Oi signal to become
dominant. This indicates that the activation enthalpy o
tained for the solution site is actually the barrier against
release of hydrogen from H2(T) to migrate as H0 throughT
sites. This migration may proceed swiftly as has been sho
9 and~most! of the released hydrogen eventually traps at
oxygen-perturbed BC sites as H1(BC)-Oi . In this form hy-
drogen is bound by an additional binding energy9 of about
0.29 eV relative to the regular solution BC site. The con
quence of the fast migration and trapping at oxygen is t
the concept of an acceptor level defined as the energy di
ence between H0(BC)1ec and H2(T) loses its meaning in
practical terms, since it cannot be realized experimenta
Nevertheless, we may obtain an estimate for the total ene
of H2(T). The activation enthalpy for H0(BC)→H0(T) is
known9 ~0.295 eV! and the barrier for the reverse proce
H0(T)→H0(BC) has been estimated9 ~;0.2 eV!. Further-
more, the swift diffusion observed under carrier injectio9

indicates a small barrier of̂0.1 eV for migration of H0

throughT sites. Combined with the measured activation e
thalpy these figures show that the total energy of H2(T) is
0.40–0.60 eV lower than that of H0(BC)1ec . It should be
noted that our measured barrier for escape from theT-site
complies with the activation enthalpy of the processm2(T)
→m0(T)1e2(0.56 eV) reported in a recent muonium
study.12
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B. Configuration scheme and hydrogen migration

In our previous work9 we presented a sketch of the tota
energy variations of the three charge states H2, H0, and H1

along paths connecting neighboring BC andṪ sites in con-
figuration space, including the modifications caused by
oxygen perturbation. In this sketch the H2 energy curves
were tentative. With the acceptor levels known the sche
can now be further quantified as shown in Fig. 5, where
minims and saddle points of the configuration potentials
fixed to a common energy scale by means of all availa
experimental data,9 taking H0(BC) at zero energy. The
sketch complies qualitatively with the theoretical consens2

as far as the regular solution sites are concerned. The p
bility of the swift migration of injected H0 to oxygen traps,
as indicated by the sketch, was foreseen by molecu
dynamics simulations.13 In these simulations the hydroge
ends up at a BC site in the strain field of Oi , as also observed
experimentally. Further calculations14 indicate that the bar-
rier for H0 migration is in the range 0.5–0.15 eV which
consistent with the present analysis. A point that is still d
bated is whether or not the H0(T)→H0(BC) barrier is sig-
nificantly higher than the migration barrier. The effective fo
mation of the oxygen-perturbed sites provides stro
evidence on the importance of that barrier.

C. Comparison with previous experiments

The experimental evidence presented in Fig. 2 indica
that our results and those of Ref. 7 are closely related.
deed, the two experiments have much in common. In b
cases monatomic hydrogen is released from traps by illu
nation under bias, and converted to H2 by the application of
a flooding pulse. In our case the hydrogen source is oxyg
trapped hydrogen, whereas the source in the experimen
Ref. 7 is hydrogen trapped at the shallow donor. The m
difference is that the temperature of the illumination and
temperature of the signal recording are lower in our ca
The similarity of the two experiments, and the consistency
the combined Arrhenius analysis indicated in Fig. 2, sugg

FIG. 5. Experimental configuration diagram for the three cha
states of isolated and oxygen-perturbed monatomic hydrogen in
silicon lattice. The zero of the energy scale is chosen to be equ
the total energy of neutral hydrogen at the bond-center position
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that our AT9 oxygen-related transient and the transient
ported in Ref. 7 may have the same origin. On this ba
notwithstanding that the content of oxygen in the interstit
form may be different in the two cases as a result of diff
ences in the post-growth wafer treatments, we suggest
the acceptor state identified in Ref. 7 is actually the oxyg
perturbed version of monatomicT-site acceptor. We empha
size that we do not dispute the basic scenario proposed in
original work to generate the occupied acceptor states.
only suggest the slight modification that hydrogen relea
from shallow donors under the reverse-bias illuminati
starts out as fast migrating H0 through the open areas of th
lattice. The implied rapid conversion to H1 under reverse-
bias conditions must occur near BC sites, where the ene
of the positive charge state is low. Now the migratio
throughT sites occurs very quickly9 ~a jump rate.104 s21

at 65 K! whereas the rate constant for direct conversion
H0(BC) is small9 ~,1022 s21 at 65 K!. The consequence o
this is that migrating hydrogen swiftly encounters a strain
BC site in the proximity of interstitial oxygen and form
H1(BC)-Oi . Because this configuration is stabilized wi
respect to the regular BC site by;0.29 eV,9 with an escape
barrier of;0.73 eV, the hydrogen will be held up for som
time. When the ensuing flooding pulse is applied,7 the
held-up hydrogen forms H2(T)-Oi . The crucial point is the
height of the barrier opposing the transformation H0(T)
→H0(BC) as compared to the barrier for jump between a
jacentT sites. With@Oi #;1018cm23 ~as in our case! we find
that a barrier difference as low as 0.15 eV would be su
cient to produce primarily H2(T)-Oi by an illumination-
flooding cycle carried out even at room temperature~as in
the experiment of Ref. 7!. For this to be true also for oxygen
lean material (@Oi #1016cm23) the barrier difference must b
larger~;0.3 eV!. Such a large barrier difference would com
ply with the barrier for the processm0(T)→m0(BC) ~0.38
eV! reported in the muonium study12 and with the small
barrier ~0.5–0.15 eV! for H0 migration obtained by
molecular-dynamics simulations.14 Furthermore, the critical
dependence on oxygen concentration could possibly exp
the failure of Ref. 8 to reproduce the transient of Ref. 7.
this connection it should be noticed that the intervening
carbon15 may be important. The authors of Ref. 8 furth
questioned the swift downhill transition H0(T)→H1(BC)
implied in the analysis of Ref. 7. Also, this point may b
resolved by reference to the role of interstitial oxygen. O
analysis indicates that this direct conversion is not nee
because of the fast migration and conversion to H1(BC)-Oi .

V. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have shown thatT sites in the proximity
of interstitial oxygen act as trapping centers for H2 in the
same way as BC sites with oxygen nearby act as trapp
centers for H0 and H1. The escape of hydrogen from th
T-site traps is initiated by thermal electron emission. W
have obtained the activation enthalpy and the capture rate
the process, and determined the position of the oxyg
perturbed acceptor level. This level is, in accordance with
negative-U behavior of the system, defined as the entha
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difference between H0(BC)-Oi1ec and H2(T)-Oi . We
have further obtained the activation enthalpy for the esc
of isolated H2 hydrogen from theT site and estimated the
energy of H2(T) relative to that of H0(BC)1ec . Our results
demonstrate that the presence of interstitial oxygen in silic
plays a crucial role for the migration and annealing of h
drogen at or below room temperature. Interstitial oxygen
tards the migration of H1 and acts as a catalyst for conve
sion of hydrogen fromT sites to BC sites.

Note added in proof: Recently C. Herringet al.16 ex-
panded the work of Ref. 7. The formation of a 0.16-eV don
center of hydrogen in Cz silicon is reported. This center
identified with theE38 center discussed here. However, th
authors make no distinction between the regular bond ce
. T

ev

c

ev

e

an
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(E38) and the perturbed bond-center (E39), hence they do
not consider in their analysis the effect of local strain on t
dynamics and stability of bond center hydrogen. As shown
Ref. 9 an interstitial oxygen impurity generates such a lo
strain field which can trap interstitial hydrogen and cause
E39 center.
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